
 

 

Many countries believe that international tourism has harmful effects. 

Why do they think so? 

What can be done to change their views? 

 

These days tourism has become one of an indispensable business all over the world, 

however there are some opponentsit seems to some host countries who believe that 

its disadvantages outweigh the advantages. In this essay I will explain why this 

thought has come out and how it could be changed. 

To begin with, nowadays there are is some widespread news about offensive actions 

done by some tourists that have cause offended local people to outrage. For example 

some visitors disregard the religious values or the tradition of the host nation, and 

by humiliating them, plague that nationality. Moreover, in terms of protecting the 

environment, indigenous people are complaining about eradication of natural 

resources near their habitat. For instance, cutting down of trees and deforestation in 

order to build hotels and recreational places for to attracting more tourists, has an 

irreversible effect on the environment. Furthermore, some local people are 

unsatisfied dissatisfied by with the influence of foreigner visitors on their culture, 

and they are worried about disappearing of their own culture during the time. 

In spite of these above reasonable concerns, opponents should be aware of the 

enormous benefits of tourist industry. Government can address these issues properly, 

and relieve their stress. For example, by limiting construction on intact 

environmentvirgin land, and in turn investing a part of income gained by tourism in 

saving the environment and wildlife. Moreover, local people should have particular 

training and subsequently get employed in their local tourist sites. Also, if 

government provides a proper education for children and young people in order to 

respect their own traditionaltraditions, aside in addition to getting familiar with ????? 

and benefiting from foreign culture, the mentioned concern could be dealt. 

(Overcome?)addressed. This paragraph was week in both voc and cohesion in listing 

solutions 

Commented [BM1]: This word does not make the 
sentence have an effective meaning. Use words which make 
the meaning of your sentence effective and related to the 
question and topic. 
 
An indispensable business to the economy of some 
countries. 

Commented [BM2]: uncountable 

Commented [BM3]: This is a week topic sentence. There 
is no need to mention news here. You could mention the 
fact that tourists trespass limits or offend locals. 

Commented [BM4]: This word is an inappropriate word. 
Be careful when you use a word. You should be very careful 
about the word. 

Commented [BM5]: Eradication of resources???!!!! 
Destroy is a lot better than this word. Your voc is the major 
problem. 

Commented [BM6]: This is a word used for animals. 

Commented [BM7]: It is strange: tourists cut down 
trees???!!!! 

Commented [BM8]: Your reasons are not so logical. You 
need to study and improve your general knowledge. 
Reading samples will help a lot. Why don’t you talk about 
congestion,traffic, high prices etc 

Commented [BM9]: Here you should talk about solutions 
not giving advice. 
This first sentence should be the topic sentence for the 
whole paragraph. 

Commented [BM10]: This is solution 1??? But it does not 
seem to be so. 

Commented [BM11]: For example + sentence 



 

 

Generally, it is obvious that tourism has some drawbacks and consequently some 

opponents, but by taking some practical methods steps/measures to harness 

disadvantages, the opponents would change their belief.   

 

Work on idea and clear meaning. Your sentences were not clear. 

Read many samples for comprehension. 

Commented [BM12]: This is confusing 

Commented [BM13]: Here grammar tells me that the 
subject of “taking” is opponents. But the meaning is strange. 


